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Oronce de Beler
La Maison Romane

« What I truly
admit:
the beautiful
grapes are
made in the
vineyards,
but the wine
can only be
born in the
winery! ».
ORONCE DE BELER

©Marthe Henry

Fresh and natural wines in
the heart of a solar year

After having worked in Paris and in London, Oronce de Beler chose Vosne.

At 40 years old, Oronce de Beler makes wine since 2005
in his small “maison de négoce”. A follower of the “whole
harvest” method, he declares himself “passioned by the
living” and seeks, while using extremely low doses of
sulfur, to produce delicate wines. The 2018 vintage,
with its solar opulence, seduced us with the freshness
and natural nature of its cuvées. This winemaker, in
search of freedom and the ideal, is very attentive in the
cellars, carefully taking care of his old barrels, which
accounts for 70 “pièces”. He admits with a joke: “The
wine is not made in the vineyards”.! J.-E.S.

2018 TASTINGS

Côte de Nuits Village
15,5-16/20
LA MAISON ROMANE

• Le Préaux
Floral nose; frank and digestible palate. The fruit is very nuanced
and flavorful. A delicious wine, salivating, complete and close to
the fruit.

Marsannay
16/20
LA MAISON ROMANE

• Longeroies
It boasts a gourmet profile, round and generous. The underlying
freshness is remarkable: it’s a very juicy wine, full and ripe, which
has a nice length.

Fixin
15-15,5/20
LA MAISON ROMANE

• Les Clos
Quite a thick wine, still very immature. Its underlying freshness
nuances its hearty character. It will harmonize but will stay
robust.

Chambolle-Musigny
16,5-17/20
LA MAISON ROMANE

Fragrant, this chambolle distinguishes itself by its chalky flavors,
digestible and quite subtle, extended by notes of citrus peels. We
must salute it’s floral length and great persistance.

Vosne-Romanée
15,5-16/20
LA MAISON ROMANE

• Aux Réas
An intense nose with smoky and black fruit notes. Its juicy palate
and great amplitude are rich in liquorice tannins. This very
promising wine presents a spherical and velvety texture.

Gevrey-Chambertin
16-16,5/20
LA MAISON ROMANE

• La Justice
Energetic and ripe fruit in this anxious and tense wine that offers
density and a final punch. Very promising.
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